Abstract
Introduction

Promotion-4 th P of Marketing
Marketing is playing an important role in the development of business. It mainly deals with customers.
According to Kotler, "Marketing is managing profitable customer relationship". The twofold goal of marketing is to attract new customers by promising superior value and grow current customers by delivering satisfaction (Kotler, 2011 promotional tools but still they are facing a problem of marketing myopia i.e. the mistake of paying more attention to the specific products a company offers than to the benefits and experiences produced by these products. While implementing various promotional measures, Banks need to be careful in setting the right level of expectations. If they set high expectations and are unable to fulfill them, they will face a high customer attrition rate. On the other side, if they set low expectation, it will make a bleak picture of brand. It is appropriate for the banks to set the right expectation and market 
Review of Literature
Sharma (2007)-
A study by the author on celebrity product endorsement found that consumers are not easily persuaded by a celebrity to go for a product/service. He/she also needs a comprehensive information about the product/service. Along with it, customer focus is also on brand name, overall appeal, and music/ jingle. Advertisements being endorsed by celebrities are found to be less attractive and that the use of celebrities may not change the buying behavior of consumers significantly.
B. Zafer Erdogan(1999) studied the use of celebrities as part of marketing communications strategy.
He pointed out that firms invest significant funds in strengthening brands. Companies choose endorser who is attractive, likeable and trustworthy. These qualities operate in a transferable way, and, will generate desirable campaign outcomes.
Sudhahar, J.C (2004)
If banks can understand which attributes are used to evaluate a service they will be better able to manage and influence the customer's evaluations and perception of the offering
Batra et al. (1995)
, the effectiveness of advertising should be considered for its effect on sales in the short term.
Research Methodology
A comparative research is being undertaken for the study of promotional measures adopted by Axis Bank and IndusInd Bank. Research is based on descriptive analysis. Primary data is collected from the customers of Axis and IndusInd for conducting research in Amritsar region only. Data is collected through direct interview and filling of questionnaires. A Non-probability convenience sampling was used and a sample size of 50 respondents from each bank was collected for study. Because of its limited region and time, this study may not be a detailed, full-fledged and utilitarian in all aspects.
Objective
"To study promotional measures adopted by Axis Bank and IndusInd Bank" The existing customers of Axis Bank have chosen its services on the basis of effective public relation.
Analysis and Result
The relationship managers in Axis Bank are working excellent in strengthening their ties with its customers and this is resulting in attracting new customers also. Both the banks are efficiently promoting their brands on television and the same are liked by their customers. Advertisement in Magazine is the second most liked media.
Table-4
The customers of Axis Bank and IndusInd Bank were asked to rate overall performance of advertisements. In the case of Axis Bank, out of 50, 22 considered these advertisements to be impressive, 20 considered them to be average and rest 8 considered it to be dissatisfactory. Similarly in the case of IndusInd, out of 50, 24 were of the opinion that these advertisements are impressive, 22
gave them average rating and rest 4 considered these advertisements to be dissatisfactory. 
Conclusion
